
Hiring intelligently (NOW!)... 

As with each and every module presented any of them can revolutionize everything in your 
company, dramatically rocket your income and change your life - regardless of your situation 
right now - if you don't take action, don't give yourself credit for the reasons... fix them! 

End of lecture. 

Let's get started. 

Rundown - in one sentence here's what we'll be covering: 

How to start hiring people and building your Team TODAY - regardless of your 
budget - and how to avoid making the hiring mistakes nearly everybody in business 
makes, hire people and get them to go out and bring you money immediately. 

Details: 

When you are finished with this section you'll know - 

The biggest mistakes business owners make when hiring 

Why people are hire too late (or never) 

Why hiring and building your Team is one of the only ways to subtract yourself 

Why being a one-man army is almost always a sign of disaster 

How to hire people who'll make you and themselves rich 

How to get the best performers 

How to pay out of what you make 

How to get people working for free 

How to all of this today, with no cash out of pocket 

Mistakes with hires 

People think "I'm too small" (can't afford) 

It isn't because of money,  it is because of your Policies. 

Economically speaking your major disadvantage is specializing 

Unreal results = unreal people (find the ARTISTS) 

Get people who want to be rich (listen to qualified people) 



Most companies hire and market for losers (look at what they offer) 

Your Team is your family 

By now you should - 

Your meetings (recorded) at least once a week 

Proactive Policy sessions 

All Policies should be mapped out so a five-year old can implement 

Use sites like FreeConferenceCall.com and transcribe your audios right NOW if you must 

The better your Policies the better the performance 

Tracking 

The better you track your CPL, CPC, transaction values, etc. the more you can pay 

The more you can pay the better you get 

You want your sign posters to be rich 

Two main hires: 

Standard hiring - they work and you pay (or not) 

Reverse Hiring - they work and pay you (usually "professionals") 

Reverse hiring has an entire section so we'll focus on hiring for now. 

Hiring Basics 

NO VAs - you need Badasses (Maintenance versus Growth - you want GROWTH) 

Determine your hiring multiplier (common sense) 
 How long should it take for a new Team member to pay for themselves" 
 This becomes the base for your trial phase  (two weeks) 
 Determine minimum acceptable performance 

Develop language, graduation and universe (Tots, TTs, Terminators)  40% cuts 

Meetings, recordings and Policies are mandatory 

This is their company - eventually your focus should be on them getting rich (their best 
interest) 

How to get start recruiting TTs - $20,000 - $30,000 



The key here is Policies narrowed down to daily accounability (remember your cuts are already 
established) 

Start with what it would take for you to pay $20,000 a month - forget "realism" - and Policize 
that 

Almost no business owner does this - if nothing else, this'll change your thought process 

Policize this down to a daily number 

Examples: 

When you track your numbers (or get somebody to) you can get rich almost overnight, and it 
makes getting other people rich much, much easier. 

Signs - pay 20k (take 50k) from L/A Model.  If you're net is 1,500 per deal you need 34-35 
deals, about nine a week or less than 1.5 a day.  At 10% you only need 15 calls, at 5% you 
need 30, at 2.5% you need 60 at 1.25% you need 120 calls a day.  Track that an average sign 
should yield 20-30 calls a day, let's just use 10. 

On top of that you need agents and lenders, assume you interview five a day, 25 a week or 100 
a month.  In other words - a TT can, even with terrible numbers as long as Policies are 
followed, monitor that just 12 signs a day are put up and that five interviews are conducted and 
they'd hit 20k/month. 

Tot emails 10-15 agents a day (with 30% scheduling interview within time given) so your TT's 
entire focus would be doing interviews for a few time blocks a day, monitoring signs and 
tracking numbers - that's it.  You're doing 50k/month while he's doing 20-30k/month. 

A step further -  

With those same calls what else can be done (we've only explored ONE model)  

120 calls a day and you want to see how many renters come from that group 

If you just split 50/50 (which you don't have to do) with those some leads and hit 20k, what 
needs to happen? 

$40k with an average rent of 500/month and you take just one month's rent.  80 transactions 
needed, or 20 week, out of 840 leads you only need 20 to convert and you've added an extra 
$20,000 - $40,000 a month 

Let's break that down to daily accountability - the first day they start you should convert 3-5 (20 
a week) if you need 12-15 appointments or schedules to complete that than this is your gauge - 
as a Policy they need to set 12-15 (or 20) appointments a day and you're hitting 40k. 



How'd you start a model like that?  Even if you paid $3-5 per sign to start - you can test your 
response with that, but as soon as possible you want this "company" to be given to somebody  

Plumber never made 30k/month - Policizes route - in less than two weeks lands huge contract 

Computer store never made 20k/month - needs five computers sold a day, to do that he needs 
twenty people a day, just by using our sign model he hit those numbers in two days. 

New home builder says 20k month requires a house sold a week, for this they need 20 people... 
in other words if they hire a TT they need to bring 3-5 people a day to hit 20k - Policized and 
implemented in 24 hours. 

Lesson: if you want to hit big numbers, REVERSE ENGINEER 

Policize down to DAILY accountability (so you can hire/fire/adjust quickly) 

Remember RAD, constantly tweak Policies 

Remember company growth comes from either increased SIZE or VOLUME of transactions (any 
and all hires should be doing one or the other) 

How are you going to hit 20k, 30k, 100k, etc. the shorter and simpler your answer the better. 

All hiring should based on your Policies and hitting "get rich" numbers 

More examples 

Short sale investment group (sucks) and have fooled themselves into thinking they're making 
"good" money, after calculating real income versus time turns out they're barely making 3-
5k/month... 1-2 deals a week to pay 20-30k a month, Policized 20 agent emails (Tot) for at 
least five interviews with a TT.  Net result should be 20 agents sending deals a week, of that 
they expected 10% to perform.  In one week went from having 1-2 deals a month to over 5-10 
a week.  But with delays, how do you pay them?  We'll get there... 

Investor using "For Rent" method - determines to pay 25k month he needs 20 deals a month 
with an average of 3k profit.  Five a week.  1/3 sellers converted initially, he needed four 
houses heavily marketed to move one in less than 7 days - 20 to move five a week.  60 sellers 
need to be contacted.  Not enough ads - so Policy was with agents to get five houses you only 
need one @10% you only need to 10 a week in a month you should have four agents sending 
five houses a week - or over 20 houses a week. 

This doesn't cover the selling/marketing (sign Policies) to move the properties. 

Business at a glance: 

15-20 homes on terms are sent on virtual autopilot (this Policy can be put on stand-by) 



One Team member handles the flow of incoming houses once this is done they switch and use 
Policies to do nothing but find/interview agents and investors to service buyers ($10-15k) 

One Team member handles all marketing and lead generation ($10-15k) 

Marketing at least 10-15 calls a day 

Agents/investors handle showings and closing 

What does Emperor do? 

Keeps machine going 

Example of doing this from scratch? 

How to start this from scratch 

Create Policies, map them out - complete with recordings and documentation of exactly how 
what you want done and HOW 

Determine the most profitable tasks and how quickly you'll be able to determine profitability 

Hire cheaply (or FREE) to test your numbers once you have them SCALE up 

Track numbers like a monster (or hire somebody) 

Hire TTs ASAP 

Where to find people 

Signs (obviously) 

Online sources: 

Craiglist.org 

Backpage.com 

Fijiji.com 

Elance.com 

RentaCoder.com 

Guru.com 

Odesk.com 

BestJobs.ph 



Freelancer.com 

Ifreelance.com 

Profreelancejob.com 

Secrets 

Give TT in training an entire program and tell them to do it 

Hire them to hire/screen others and pay per qualified appointment 

Hire them to find your partners for Shared Hiring (described below) 

 

 

Hiring for FREE 

First realize you don't have to do this (create a trial period and gauge numbers) 

Charity/Schools/Organizations with a split for the sponsor group 

The same group (above) can pay for you to hire 

Share Hiring - full time employee is $500 - $2,500 a month, you split the cost over 1-5 partners 

 1 - You have an email sent to potential partners (like real estate investors) that offers 
full-time (three hours a day) of returning calls, sending emails, etc. for $250/month, or 
whatever - get enough partners to pay for the entire cost while leaving a time block for yourself 

 2 - Have them do the same thing, without you.  Before you hire them as an "interview" 
have them find ANY job that they think they can do (for a better price even) and send your 
basic email - about doing work for 2-3 hours a day at a discounted price - they split their day 
into three time blocks "sell" two and you are left with one 

 3 - Have interviewee continue process above, and this time they use their contacts (or 
run ads) for employees to perform.  In other words this is all they do, negotiate and arrange for 
Shared Hiring 

 4 - Use ads for "If your employer allows you to stay at home, I can do your work."  
Then use same process as above 

 5 - Provide your own list of contacts and send a preliminary email about situation 

Interns 

This will force you to Policize 



Exact documentation must be provided 

Possibly narrow what kind of "student" you want, marketing major, etc. 

Use some generic blah, blah, blah about your "positive atmosphere" 

Creative compensation: let them get creative 

Recommendation letter can be "payment" 

Use "big" names and positioning 

Requirements 

Your basic info 

Hours work is available 

Type of person wanted (degree) 

Your best contact info 

Compensation (housing, commission, etc.) 

Contact Career Services (School) 

Use Google/Yahoo/Internet search 

Call and develop relationship with contact 

Get on Alert system somehow 

How to do this the SMART way?  Hire a TOT to hire interns 

They are given Policies and initially arrange for initial interview 

After THEY follow up with jobs 

Build your list of interns (email, text, VB) 

"Sell" them 

Have them sell you (psych majors are great for this) 

What can you have Interns do? 

Make it a challenge and you can do just about anything 

Track numbers 

Show houses 



Deal with buyers/sellers/agents/investors 

Raise money, hound rich people 

Internships.om 

InternshipPrograms.com 

CampusInternships.com 

InternJobs.com 

Ads 

Qualifiers: looking for the best, easy work for right person 

Multiple applicants you must qualify me 

The more abrasive the interview process the better (give 'em hell) 

Use high numbers with trial period 

Policies are reviewed, if you must pay for relationship use pennies as guage 

They should be hired and performing before you talk to them eventually 

Policies 

Flow charts, Checklists, Scripts 

Flow Chart what you want to happen 

Create a checklist with what needs to be done/included 

Scripts for Team 

Break tasks down as much as possible 

Monitor constantly for improvement 

RAD and Policize 

Reverse Hiring 

Who is running ads (advertising for work) 

Interview them for the "best" and accept offers for what "makes sense" 

Require Policies 

Your Policies (maybe some of theirs) must be followed 



Payment schedule determined 

Questions: 

What are the sales people in (BLANK) called? 

Who is advertising online, offline and paying the most? 

Who else do these clients contact for Proximity Transactions? 

Bonus Session: 

Five Ways To Get Interns To Make You $10,000 - $30,000 A Month. 

You can use this to test Policies. 

Remember Policies include audios, documents, videos, etc. 

You won't have cash involved - 

1 - Intern hired to find "housing special" 

 They go through for rent, FSBO, PMC, agents, etc. and run dialog 

 Come back with a group of houses and special payments 

 They may move into one 

 With the rest they explain they won't move in, but have buyers/renters... keep discount 

 Now have intern 1 - use your Policies to move the homes they just got 2 - hire another 
intern to take calls 

Another level: Hire an intern to hire the other two. 

Example: One intern got 46 houses for rent with "special pricing", begins marketing and hires 
another intern to handle calls.  Average rent 400-600, moved 12 over $5k in one week. 

2 - Hired to find terms deals in For Rent, FSBO section 

 They go through for rent, FSBO for lease options and discounts 

 Come back with a group of houses and special terms/prices 

 Now have intern 1 - use your Policies to move the homes they just got 2 - hire another 
intern to take calls 

Another level: Hire an intern to hire the other two 

Example: 15-20 houses in two days, three were moved by weekend, over $9,000. 



 

3 - Foreclosure list for loan mods, investors, etc 

 They are hired and put together a list of foreclosures (or get a "special") 

 They go through (using DNC and other laws) with script for investor and loan mods 

 They come up with Policies (or use yours) to contact loan mod groups 

Example: One list of 250, four groups competing, in one day four were sent over for $300 up 
front and $2,000 within two weeks - from just the first day. 

4 - Vacant houses 

 What are the best ways to find sellers of abandoned houses 

 Go find abandoned looking houses, with pictures (avoid "work" areas)  

 Track down the owner (Policizing if necessary, hire detective, etc.) 

 Reverse Hire investors (you can do this first) 

 Hire other interns 

Azam - I know you aren't into as into this Model but you should use FL Naomi's example here, 
ask Millie for the details of $31k+ in eight days.  Remember she was nearly homeless, had no 
money, etc. great story 

5 - FSBO appointments 

 Contact top producing agents and get sales literature, interview them 

 Establish a number for sending a listing/appointment 

 Contact sellers and ask for time to practice present 

 Take agents along for first few times (better numbers) 

 Policize 3-5 presentations a day 

 Each listing converted will net you $300-$500 

 Intern now hires other interns to interview agents and FSBOs 

Example: Three a day, two days with an agent, in first week four listings converted ($1,500 - 
$2,000) next week as Policies were trained to four other interns each doing three a day total 
net was over $12,000 - over $13,000 in two weeks. 

 



 

Other items 

Door Knocking 

Flyers 

Fire chiefs 

Signs (great positioning) 

Policies with Interns 

Always do interviews with them about lessons learned (transcribe and use as testimonials) 

Use feedback about other degrees, majors you should work with 

Get their best Policies for future interns 

 

 

 


